This paper describes a computer method for handling gel reading data produced by the shotgun method of DNA sequencing. The method greatly reduces the time the sequencer needs to spend checking and editing his data and yet it produces a consensus sequence for which the accuracy of determination of every base can be clearly shown. The program can take a batch of new gel readings, screen them against vector sequences removing any that match, and then compare and align all the sequences to produce a final consensus.
INTRODUCTION
One of the major tasks of any large DNA sequencing project 1s 1n handling the vast amount of very rapidly accumulated data. The sequencing method used for large sequencing projects 1n this laboratory 1s the shotgun technique of Sanger(l). At the time of writing, using this method a single person can sequence 7 or 14 clones per day, each of which will give a sequence of about 250 bases and so produce a daily total of between 1750 and 3500 characters. All of this data has to be entered Into a computer, compared with vector sequences to find unwanted clones, compared with all the previous data collected for the project to look for overlaps to establish the order of the fragments, and then all the disagreements between overlapping fragments checked and the data edited to produce the final sequence. The data handling is obviously crucial in determining the accuracy of the final sequence and with the sequencing method now so fast 1t could be a bottle-neck 1n the overall procedure. A previous paper(2) described a method of storing and manipulating DNA gel reading data.
This method solved the problem of recording the accuracy of the sequence by allowing the user to see at any time during a sequencing project how well determined every individual character in his sequence was. In outline the technique was as follows: gel readings were entered Into separate files (called archives) and compared with a consensus of all the previously collected data to look for overlaps; having established the existence of any overlaps the gel readings were entered Into a database; as they were entered they and the gel readings they overlapped with were edited so that they I1ned-up throughout their length. Three programs were used l)a program to enter the archive, 2)a program to perform the comparison and, 3)a program to operate on the gel readings in the database. This last program was Interactive and controlled the entry of the gel readings Into the database, their editing and joining to other gels, and all the other manipulations that were required Including the display of the aligned gel readings and the calculation of consensus sequences. All the editing decisions were made by the user with full knowledge of the Information he required.
This method was designed with the Idea of eventual automation of the data handling. The requirments of automation are that all the decisions made by the program should be made visible to the user and also that the program should never be allowed to delete data. The first of these is satisfied by the ability of the original program to display all the gels lined-up one above the other and the second can be satisfied if the alignments made by the program are achieved by Insertion only. These two criteria are the basis of the method described.
The paper contains a general description of the requirements of a computer method for handling shotgun data and then an outline of the data storage and programs used 1n our system. This outline Includes a summary of the current state of the programs that were originally described in 1980(2) and then the rest of the paper is devoted to a description of the major new component: the automation of the alignment and editing process. In order to make description easier we define the word contig: Definition of_ a^ contig A contig 1s a set of gel readings that are related to one another by overlap of their sequences. All gel readings belong to one and only one contig and each contig contains at least one gel reading. Using some simple rules all the gel readings in a contig can be summed to produce a continuous consensus sequence and the length of this sequence is the length of the contig. At any stage of a sequencing project the data will comprise a number of contigs each of which contains a set of gel readings.
When a project is completed there will be only one contig and its consensus will be the finished sequence. Requirements of the data handling system 1. Storage of original sequence for each fragment. These then are the requirements of the system: we need some way of storing contigs, of assembling them during processing so that they can be examined, edited, added to, joined and formed Into a consensus. A computer storage and retrieval method for dna gel reading data:
the DB system
Our method of handling DNA sequence data is called 'the DB system' and 1s a system of files and computer programs. The original version of the DB system was first described(2) 1n 1980 but since that time we have aquired a larger computer so that many new functions have been added and most of the programs have been combined.
It should be noted that the major difficulty in handling the data 1s caused by the fact that the sequencing method 1s not perfect: it 1s not always possible to determine the sequence of a piece of DNA from a single autoradiograph because of a number of known d1ff1cult1es(3). These difficulties of Interpretation 1n Individual gel readings make the data handling far more complicated and make it desirable for each section of the DNA to be determined on both strands 1n order that any problems may be resolved. The errors 1n gel readings fall Into two classes: the first class are simple mismatches but the second class, Insertions and deletions, cause more difficulties for the data handling because they result 1n misalignments between overlapping gel readings. Because of the problems in Interpreting the gels we have Invented a set of codes that allow us to extract the maximum amount of information from each one but that record any uncertainties that we may have (see fig. 1 ).
An important simplifying decision for the data handling was to Insist that the sequencer always aligned gel readings throughout their length when adding them to the gel database(see below).
This requires the sequencer to either resolve any disagreements between overlapping gel readings by checking the gels and to make a decision over which 1s correct (often Impossible) or to simply Insert padding characters 1n the shorter of the two sequences at the appropriate places.
This has the effect of making 1t easier for the sequencer to assess the quality of his sequence by displaying the overlapping gel readings aligned throughout their whole length and also speeds-up and simplifies the computer data handling. This padding can remain 1n the sequence until such time as further experiments resolve the disagreement and by using only padding and deleting nothing, no Information 1s lost. Very often this resolution 1n the form of a decisive gel will come purely by chance as a natural outcome of the randomness of the selection process but sometimes fragments must be resequenced or special methods used to select fragments covering the difficult regions. As these selection procedures are, so far, time consuming and Imperfect 1t 1s best to leave the resolution of difficult regions as long as possible 1n the hope that a good gel will appear by chance.
Another important decision concerns the comparison process: rather The description of the system 1s divided Into two sections: first the data storage" and secondly the programs that operate on the data.
Data storage
For computational reasons 1t 1s not practicable to store the gel readings as they would appear when aligned but 1t 1s better to store the data unassembled and to record also sufficient Information for programs to align the gel readings during processing. The Information used to assemble the gel readings 1s called relational Information and 1t 1s constantly varying during a sequencing project. Many of the manipulations performed on the data will change both the sequences of the gel readings and their relational Information.
In order to perform these manipulations the following types of Information are required: 1. Sequences from gel readings. (a) the number of gels 1n the database (b) the number of contigs 1n the database.
6. The file of archive names. This 1s simply a 11st of the names of each of the archive files 1n the database. As each new gel is added Into the database a new line 1s added to the end of the 11st of gel lines. If this new gel does not overlap with any gels already 1n the database a new contig line 1s added to the top of the 11st of contig lines; 1f it overlaps with one contig then no new contig line need be added but 1f 1t overlaps with two contigs then these two contigs must be joined and the number of contig lines will be reduced by one and the 11st of contig lines compressed to leave the empty line at the top of the list.
At the end of a project there will be only one contig line. It 1s Important that the gels are correctly aligned by using the edit functions on the separate contigs because once the join 1s completed the alignment is fixed and can only be changed by using the FIX option that is described below. 7. SEARCH allows a search to be made for a gel by Its archive name so that Its number and descriptor line can be examined. 8. FIX allows changes to Individual data elements 1n the database and hence permits corrections to be made to mistakes. The options available are: 9. COPY copies the whole of the database, so giving a backup in case of problems.
10. CHECK performs a check on the logical consistency of the database.
11. SCAN gives a printout or summary of the quality of the data 1n a contig.
The quality of the data depends on the number of times it has been sequenced and the particular uncertainty codes used 1n each gel reading.
It divides the data Into five categories and the quality codes are described below:
1. Well determined on both strands and they agree. code=0 2. Well determined on the plus strand only. code=l 3. Well determined on the minus strand only. code=2 4. Not well determined on either strand. code=3 5. Well determined on both strands but they disagree. code=4
The meaning of "well determined" 1s best explained by describing the algorithm that 1s used to examine the data for each strand. For example, a single code of 2 on one strand will be called "well determined" if the percentage 1s < or -75.
but not 1f the percentage 1s >75.
Or two A's aligned with one G will be called "well determined" 1f the percentage 1s <66.6. 
Automation of data handling
The rest of this paper 1s concerned with the automation of the data handling. It contains an outline of the overall procedure and then brief descriptions of the Individual components.
Taking these three things together: the ability to display aligned gel readings, insistence on alignment of overlapping gel readings, and the fact that alignment can be acheived by Insertion only, makes it possible for all of the shotgun data handling to be performed automatically by program. The program can calculate a consensus, compare a gel and align it, add 1t to the database, recalculate the consensus, compare another gel and so on. The sequencer can periodically examine the aligned sequences to see if the alignments made by the program are correct and perform any deletions or rearrangements that are necessary.
The only operator input required is the project name, a batch of gel reading files and a few values that define the limits 1n which the program must work. These limits will Include such things as minimum overlap to define relatedness, maximum number of padding characters allowed during editing and maximum amount of mismatch allowed after alIgnment.
The comparison algorithm
The comparison algorithm and the alignment routines perform entirely different functions and so have been kept separate and work 1n completely different ways. The function of the comparison routine is to decide 1f the new gel overlaps with the consensus sequence and this 1s determined by whether there are long (say >15 characters) perfect matches between the two sequences. It 1s unnecessary for the comparison routine to allow for mismatches: it 1s more Important that 1t 1s fast. The function of the alignment routines 1s to produce two well aligned sequences whilst allowing for the uncertainty codes and the likely errors that can occur, it is described below.
The comparison algorithm we use 1s based on an Idea of Dumas and Ninio (4). The sequence can be considered as a series of 7 character words that overlap each of their neighbours by 6 characters.
Using an alphabet of 4 it 1s possible to make 16384 (4 to the power 7) different words of length 7. If we have a table of 16384 positions we can record whether or not each of the possible words of length 7 are present in the consensus and also arrange pointers to their positions which we store 1n other tables.
In order to compare a gel reading with the consensus we simply look in the table to see 1f any of the gels 7 character words are present (an overlap of 7 1s not sufficient so we actually look for pairs of adjacent non-overlapping 7 character words to find a match of at least 14).
This 1s a very fast method and is used 1n the programs DBAUTO, DBCOMP and SCREENV.
When used 1n DBAUTO the comparison algorithm returns information about the number of contigs the new gel overlaps and the positions of the matches. This Information 1s used to distinguish single overlaps from joins and 1s then passed on to the alignment routines. The alignment method DNA sequences consist of only 5 characters (A.C.G.T,-) and hence even in random sequences regions of similarity occur very frequently. Of course the sequences are not random and there 1s evidence both for preferences to use certain subsequences such as d1 and trinucleotides and also preferences to avoid the use of other such sequences (Grantham(5), Nussinov(6), F1tch(7)), and this will increase the likelihood of finding chance matches by making the DNA more repetitive. The high probability of finding matches between two sequences has Influenced the choice of alignment precedure.
There are two well known methods of looking for alignments between two sequences: 1) Needleman and wunsch (8) and Sellers(9) use a matrix of size nxm to store all matches between two sequences of length n and m and then search through the matrix to find the pathway that gives the best score and hence the best alignment giving some penalty for gaps. This 1s a very general method but was rejected because it would require a lot of storage and computer time and because many of the solutions 1t would try would be Impossible -the method 1s too general for the problem.
2) Korn, Queen and Wegman(9) use a method that looks for a match and then looks forward for some maximum distance to find further matches allowing for loop-outs and mismatches, 1f the match does not continue sufficiently well it 1s rejected. This method could be used for aligning two sequences if 1t was modified to look far enough ahead to ensure that the current alignment was the correct one and that a chance match had not been found and also 1f 1t was able to look both forwards and backwards.
This method has been rejected as possibly becoming too complicated particularly because of the need to look ahead.
Having rejected both of these methods I have worked out an alternative that is designed specifically for the problem and has as its underlying principle that priority should always be given to the longest match when producing an alignment. Aligned sequences can be considered as blocks of exact similarity separated by regions of mismatch.
If we found all the possible blocks of similarity we could use them to produce the aligned sequences by always giving priority to the longest unaligned block.
The initial alignment is found from the longest block of similarity and then the next longest 1s positioned and so on. In practise the method is as follows:
The parameter MINSLI the minimum match length 1s set to the value 3.
1) The alignment routine is sent the sequence of the new gel and of the section of the consensus that the comparison routine reports that it overlaps plus the coordinates of the longest matching block. It 1s also sent the figure for the maximum number of padding characters allowed by the user.
2) The gel sequence 1s moved left relative to the consensus by a distance dependent on the maximum number of pads allowed.
3) It 1s then slid rightwards passed the consensus for a distance again proportional to the number of allowed pads and at each position all the matches of length at least MINSLI characters are recorded. 4) These blocks of Identity are then used to assemble two aligned sequences 1n the following way:
4a)The blocks are sorted on length 4b) The longest block 1s taken from the top of the list and all those that it overlaps are shortened by the amount of overlap. The routine cycles through 4a and 4b until the 11st 1s finished and 1s composed of non-overlapping blocks of Identity. The 11st 1s then sorted on position relative to the consensus sequence. 4c) The routine then looks to see 1f the positions of the blocks are now also 1n correct sequence relative to the gel (this 1s termed a topological check) and 1f they are not MINSLI is Increased by 1 and control goes back to step 3 which is repeated with the new value of MINSLI. 4d) The routine then rebuilds the two overlapping sections of sequence using the blocks of identity. It takes each block 1n turn and places it down adjacent to the previous one and then fills the gap between them with the mismatching characters; if the number of mismatching characters from the two sequences is not equal it inserts padding characters (asterisks(*)) Into the shorter. In the sequence of the new gel the algorithm tries to place the padding characters next to uncertainty codes that code for possible double occurrences of bases.
During this alignment process the routine counts the number of padding characters used in the consensus and the new gel and also records any changes in the relative positions of the ends of the two sequences and their lengths. The alignment 1s displayed along with the number of pads required and resulting percentage mismatch.
Editing the database
If the number of pads and percentage mismatch 1s within the operator set limits the editing routines are sent the aligned section of the consensus to use as a command string to operate on the database 1n the following way.
The routines are sent the alignment, the contig number, the position 1n the contig that the left end of the alignment corresponds to, and the number of padding characters to insert. The alignment is scanned and for each padding character found the program calculates which gels overlap the corresponding region of the consensus, 1t then calculates the appropriate positions in each of the gels and makes insertions at these points, updating the gel and contig lengths accordingly. Entering a new gel Into the database If the new gel does not overlap or its aligment 1s sufficiently good and any joins it might make are of types the program can handle (see Joins below) the new gel is entered into the database. The program first looks to make sure the gel has not already been entered by checking its file name against all those currently in the database. If 1t is already in the database entry 1s not allowed. The alignment routines will have sent the entry routine Information about whether or not the new gel overlaps with any data already 1n the database, and 1f so whether the new gel overlaps the left end of an existing contig (if so the contig number changes).
If the gel does not overlap a new contig line is written as well as a new gel line. If the gel does overlap the program works out which gels will be the left and right neighbours of the new gel and makes the corresponding adjustments and writes the gel descriptor line for the new gel. For gels that overlap, the aligned copy of the new sequence 1s written into the database as the working version for the new gel. Using the technique described above in "Editing the database" the program then edits the gels overlapping the new gel. If necessary the contig line is updated and also the number of gels and contigs. Joins
If a new gel overlaps well with two contigs then they should be joined to produce a single contig. There are many different types of join possible and performing joins is quite a complicated procedure as will be outlined below. There two major difficulties: 1) Although the gel might align well separately with each contig the edits required to align with one will often spoil the alignment with the other. 2) Although the gel might align well with both contigs the two contigs may have already been overlapping so that they overlap in regions outside that covered by the new gel:
these regions have not been compared with one another and may need editing 1n order to produce an alignment. In the worst case one contig may be wholly contained within the other (this can occur 1f overlaps have previously been missed because of errors 1n gel readings).
A further, though less serious problem, 1s that many joins require one of the contigs to be complemented so they are both 1n the same orientation for joining.
Initially I felt that the procedure should be to enter the gel Into one of the contigs performing the necessary edits, recalculate a consensus for the appropriate section, recompare this with the other contig, try to get an alignment, 1f good enough edit both contigs using the new alignment, and then join.
I have subsequently decided that although this is the complete and proper way of dealing with joins, it 1s unecessarily complicated and 1t 1s better to restrict the program to doing only a subset of the possible joins. By concentrating on doing only the simpler types of join most of the common ones will be performed anyway and also the program Is less likely to contain bugs.
The following types of joins are performed by the program: 1) those for which the contigs do not overlap for longer than the length of the new gel and require no editing, and 2) those for which the contigs did not previously overlap but are only joined by the new gel. By only performing these joins we avoid the first two of the three problems mentioned above and so simplify the program by making it unnecessary to go through all the steps described 1n the complete method. In particular we avoid having to recalculate a consensus after entering the new gel and then having to re-compare, re-align and re-ed1t, because for those joins performed the two alignments are either independent (no overlap) or 1n agreement (no edits required, and no overlap longer than length of gel). The steps performed by the program are as follows:
Calculate the amount of overlap between the two contigs and examine whether it is > length of the new gel. This 1s done by imagining the gel fixed on a grid and then calculating the positions that would correspond to both ends of each of the two contigs if the join was made. Calculate which class of join is required. For each of the two contigs the joining routines only know whether the gel protrudes leftwards from the end of the contig and also the sense of the gel for each. From this 1t calculates 16 unique classes.
If the join is of an allowed form the program performs the necessary operations.
These will be different for each class of join that the program attempts.
For example the following are the steps for a particular class of join which 1s a join 1n which the new gel protrudes from the left end of both contigs and for contig 1 the gel is 1n the plus sense but 1n the minus sense for contig 2.
1) enter the gel Into contig 1 taking the alignment of the new gel with this contig as the working version and using the alignment for the consensus to operate on the contig to perform edits.
2) Now do the edits to the new gel that were required to align 1t with contig 2.
The new gel 1s now part of contig 1 and 1n the opposite sense to its alignment, so first we reverse the order of appropriate part of the array containing the alignment, (we do not need to complement the characters because the editing routine only looks for asterisks), then we use it to do the edits, remembering that the position of them will have changed.
3) Now do the edits that are required to align contig 2 with the new gel using the alignment produced by the alignment routine. 4) In order that these two contigs can be joined we need to complement one of them so that they are in the same orientation, so complement contig 2. Having successfully completed a join such as the one just described a few other tasks have to be performed before starting on the next gel reading. The consensus sequences for the two joined contigs must be removed from the consensus by moving all the other data left and then a new consensus calculated and stored at the right end of the data.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The program had been 1n constant use for 5 months ( until April 1982) performing alignment and entry only for those gels overlapping with single contigs and falling those involved in joins but has recently been modified to do joins.
No problems were found during the period when entry of single overlaps only were performed and the join function has been tested on the assembly of three separate databases each of more than 100 gel readings with no errors detected.
The following 1s an example of the use of the program. A batch of 40 gel readings were entered Into the computer using BATIN and the file of file names created used 1n a batch procedure that 1) used DBUTIL to make a copy of the database; 2) SCREENV to compare all the gels against the sequence of PBR322 (11) this screening (38 of them) were then passed on to DBAUTO to compare, align and edit them to enter them Into a database. The user specified minimum matches of 15 consecutive characters for all the comparison processes, he allowed up to 5 padding characters per new gel reading 1n both the contig and the new gel, and up to 3% mismatch after the alignment was achieved. He also permitted joins to be performed which 1s another selectable option. Having set up the commands for the procedure no user intervention 1s required. Two of the gel readings matched the M13MP7 vector sequence and so were not passed on to DBAUTO; DBAUTO entered all but one of the gel readings Into the database to produce 6 contigs. The single gel reading was rejected because the percentage mismatch was 3.3%. The total central processor time on a VAX 11/780 was less than 2 minutes for the run of the whole procedure.
One of the contigs produced 1s shown 1n figs 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the print function of DBUTIL which writes out the contig and gel descriptor lines. The contig 1s 979 bases long, its leftmost gel 1s gel number 22 and the rightmost gel number 31. The names of the archives are on the left of the gel descriptor lines followed by their gel numbers, position 1n the contig, length and left and right neighbours. Figure 3 shows the display function of DBUTIL for the left end of the same contig. The gel numbers are at the left end of each line of sequence (negative numbers Indicate that the gel reading 1s in the complementary sense to Its archive), the consensus for each page width of sequence 1s shown below the contributing gel readings (for this printout the algorithm has been set to place a dash at every point 1n the consensus that 1s not 100% certain). The padding that DBAUTO has used to achieve the alignments of the gel readings is clearly shown as asterisk (*) characters. The sequencer can use the Interactive editing functions of DBUTIL to make any changes he wishes now that the vast bulk of the job of alignment has been done automatically.
Another comprehensive system for handling gel reading data has been described by Clayton and Kedes (13) . This system 1s automatic 1n that comparison and entry of gel readings into a project file are performed by a single program but 1t 1s Interactive 1n that 1t requires the user to make all the Individual dedsons about editing and joining. The program keeps a list of the edits the user makes but does not appear to be able to display all the gel readings 1n a contig aligned together so that the user can asses the quality of his consensus sequence.
